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1, Introduction · 

Despite abundant theoretical and experimental publications (see for ex
ample [1, 2] and references t,herein) devoted to the study of the exci
tations of nucleon and subuucleon degrees of freedom,·the ~.:isobar ex
citations are of great interest mainly due to an enigmatic selectivity of 
the ~-isobar excitations. Indeed from the presence of the Ps.3-:-resonance 
in 7r N-scattering it follows logically that this resonance will be excited · 
in nucleon-nucleon collisions while in the nucleon-nucleus collisions the 
same phenomenon should be much less pronounced. It is natural to ex
pect that first of all a lot of soft low-lying states in nuclei will be excited 
by a nucleon-nucleus collision. However, one exp~rimentally observed the 
pronounced ~-isobar peak (see, for example, the (p,n) [3] and (3He, t) 
(4, 5] reaction data on nuclei) on the nonresonance background due .to 
"soft" processes. Therefore the pronounced ~-isobar peak in reactions of 
the type (N, N')A can be considered an analog of giant" resonances. If we. 
recall the existence of the shape resonance, then it is natural to search 
the chara.cteristic quantities having dimensions of length which. can help · 
us to understand the problem of selectivity of the ~-isobar excitations 
and the systematics of the baryon resonances. 

2 . Resonances and stationary waves 

As a rule, the resonances in wave systems arise if the ratio of the effec
tive radius leJ J of a resonating system ("'well") to the length >. of the 
corresponding wave is equal to: 

(1) 

where n=0, 1,2, ... and 'Y is a number of the order 0 s 'Y s l depending on 
the boundary conditions for a given degree of freedom and on the type 
of a dynamical equation for the resonating system [6]. 

We would like to analyze the ·spectrum of the ~-isobar ( see the Baryon 
Summary Table in (7]). From this table we can conclude, neglecting the 
effects of the L-dependence and spin-orbital interaction, that the spec
trum contains four multiplets separated from each other by~ 400 MeV. 
Such an oscillator-like character of the gross-structure of the ~-spectrum 
admits us to assume that the ~- resonant states of the 1r N system can be 
approximately described by the oscillator potential with the parameter 
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< ro >= Jti/mw ',._, 0.86 fm which is close to the electromagnetic radius 
~~rm~oo. · · 

' ' 

Table 1 
. Scaling properties of the LS.-isobars. Here P.,,(lab) is the projectile
pion momentum in the laboratory system corresponding to the maximum 
of the .Do-resonance cross section in 1rN-scattering, P.,,(cm) is the same 
momentum in the center of mass, .Pw(cm) is the pion momentum from 
the .Do-decay in the .Do-isobar rest frame, < r0 >= Jn/mw = 0.86 fm, 
,-0 and n=l,2,314. 

Reson;- Pw(lab) ,Pw(cm) Pw(cm) 1/ Pw(cm) ~'.f_~ 
ances (scatt.) (scatt.) (decay) 

.D.(1232) 

.D.(1620) 

.D.(1950) 
LS.(2420) 

{GeV /c) {9~Y /c) (GeV /c) (fm) 
0.30 0.227 0.227 0.86 
0.91 
1.54 
2.64 

0.526 
0.741 
1.023 

0.526 
0.741 
1.023 

0.38 
0.27 
0.19 

{fm) 
0.86 
0.43 
0.29 
0.21 

For the pions emitted iii the LS.-isobar decay the values of momenta 
in the LS.-isobar rest frame do not contradict this estimation and coin
cide with the analogous values of momenta for the pion beam (see Table 
1) exciting the .Do-resonances.· Besides, the momenta of the emitt'ed pi
ons are within a good accuracy equal to the momentum .P,;(cm) ~ 0.23 
GeV /c (.P,;(cm) means the pion momentum from LS.(12:32) decay) mul-

. tiplied by the integer. The moinentum ~(cm) defines the nucleon size, 
1/~(c~) ~ 0.86 fm. .· , 

. The same calculations were performed for N* resonances (see Table 
2). One can see from Table 2 that the systematics of the. N* resonances 
based on the use of the "quantum" number n, brings to the indication on 
the existence of the weak pronounced resonance P11 with the mass ffiN• :::::: 

: 1115-1135 MeV and width r < 100 MeV. Tlie existing experimental data 
[8,.,9] on the total cross section of the 7r-p scattering do not contradict 

·. the' above- mentioned suspicion and this resonance can be hidden in the 
threshold effects. · 

· .Table 2 
Scaling properties oftlie N*-:resonances. Here Pw(lab) is tlie projectile

. pion momentum in the laboratory system corresponding to the maximum 
•. of the N*-resonance.cross section in the 71' N~scattering, P.,,(cm) the same 
.momentum in the.center of mass, .Pw(cm) is the pion momentum from 
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the N•-decay in the N•-resonancc rest frame, < r 0 >= Jn/mw = 0.86 

fm, -y=l/2 and n=O, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Reson- Pr.(lab) P.,,(cm) P1r(cm) 1/ P.r(cm) Q-22 

"J,+'1 
ances (scatt.) (scatt.) (decay) 

(GeV /c) (GeV /c) (GeV /c) (fm) (fm) 
N(1125)? 0.137 0.144 0.144 1.73 1.72 
N(1440) 0.610 0.397 0.398 0.50 0.57 
N(1710) 1.070 0.587 0.587 0.34 0.34 
N(2200) 2.140 0.905 0.894. 0.22 0.25 
N(2600) 3.120 1.126 1.126 0.18 0.19 

The widths of the b. and N* resonances have been estimated in the 
considered approximations and the corresponding results are given in_ 
Table 3. 

Table 3 
The widths r (MeV) of the LS. and N* resonances. 

LS. f ezl?. r N* f """E r 
LS.(1232) 110-120(115) 140 . N(1125)? ~20 <100 
LS.(1620) 120-160(140) 180 N(l440) 120-350(200) 160 
LS.(1950) 200-340(240) 200 N(l710) 90-130( 110) 190 
.D.(2420) 300-500(300) 220 N{2200) 300-500( 400) ·200 

N_{2600). >30000Q} 220 

Therefore the above-mentioned arguments testify the 6.- and N• res
onances are the shape resonances in 7r N-scattering. The same conclu
sion is true for all types of baryon resonances including the strange and 
charmed ones. 

3, ~-resonances in nucleon-nucleon scat-
tering 

The characteristic features of the nucleon-nucleon scattering ,vith the 
.D. -isobar excitation are the following: 1) the LS.-isobars are excited by 
virtual pions rather than by real pious and 2) the colliding nucleons 
are identical particles and therefore two coherent processes contribute to 
reaction N N -+ N .D.. For example the charge-exchange reaction p + p -+ 

n+LS.++ is described by the superposition of the direct (D) and exchange 
(E) diagrams 

P1 ---.i--- n /J..,. + 

P. Ylllifm/1///lil 
2 D 

P2 

P1 

n 
+ 1-

E 
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Fig.1 The energy dependence of the direct radius rd ( s~li'd curves) and · 
exchange one ru {dotted curves). The long-dashed lines correspond to 
the "nucleon" size < r0 >=0.86 fm while the short-dashed rq=0.18 fm. 
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Fig.2 The energy dependence of the functions oxd (long-dashed curves) 
and 6x= {short-dashed curves). The triangles (bullets) correspond to the 
total cross sections of the reaction ·p + p -+ n + p + 7r+ (p + p -+ n + ~ ++) 
normalized to the unity in the maximum (7J. 
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Therefore, unlike the free 7r N-scattering, in the reaction (p, n )a and 
analogous processes the two characteristic scales have· to correspond t9 
two invariant. transfer moment.a 

td = (Pi -Pn)2 = (Pi, - Pa)2 = t, 
te:,; = (A - Pn)2 =·(Pi - Pt:.)2 = u, 

(2) 

(3) 

where t and u are the standard Mandelstam variables. We can introduce 
some distances corresponding to these variables 

rd= 1/~, 

r== I/Ff:. 

(4) 

(5) 

As one can see from Fig.I, for all the main ~-isobars (~(1232), 
i(I620), ~(1950) ~nd ~(2420) the values rd and r= for the cha.rge
exchange reaction p+p-+ n+~ ++ a.t 0 = 0° are dose only in the vicinity 
of the ~-isobar creation threshold (at the threshold u=t, s = sm,n, where 
s = (Pi +P2 )

2 is the third Mandelstam vari~ble-squared invariant mass of 
the system). With increasing the projectile-proton energy the value of rd 

increases rather quickly while the value of r = decreases slowly. The sta.rt~ 
ing points of r;i for different iso~ars change abruptly (roughly speaking 
according to ~1/n, where n=l, 2, 3, 4for the ~(1232), ~(1620), ~(1950) 
and ~ ( 2420) respectively). The same is valid f~r the . values of r = with 
the except.ion t.hat. the amplitudes of these jumps.are essentially smaller 
and r = lies in the region 0.1 ~ r = ~ 0.3 fm that is sufficiently close to 
the value of the characteristic "ha.rd" size' of the nucleon: r9 ~ 0.2 fm. 
The quantity r 9 can be interpreted either as the radius of the hard core, 
or of the Jastrov correlations, or a.'3 the radius of the constitue~t quark, 
or somewhat like this. We will further call r~ as the size of nucleonic 
constituents ~ithout a concrete interpretation. 

It is useful to introduce the characteristic functions: 

DXd = 1 - ((n + -y)rd"".'.' < ro >)2 

< ro > ' 
(6) 

OXa = 1-(=.- rq)2. 
rq 

(7) 

The energy dependence of oxd and ox= exhibits a. rather promment res
onant character (see Fig.2); the positions of maxima of oxd a.nd ox= 
coincjde for the ~(1232)-isobar case (we used < rd >= 0.86 fm and 
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• rq=0.18 fm). The curves oxd(T) and ox=(T) are correlated with each 
other and also with the function 

GL,.(T) = ap+p-+n+A++(T}/a;::-.n+t:..++(T), (8) 

describing the energy dependence of the total A3-resonant creation cross 
section (7]. 

The positions of maxima of the oxd and ox= become different with 
increasing the ~-isobar mass; the maximum of ox= rapidly approaches 
the ~-isobar creation threshold and comes to the kinematically forbidden 

· region of the ~(2420). 
The abov~mentioned behaviour of quantities OXJ. and DXe:t can be 

interpreted in the following way. In the energy region T ~ 1 Ge V 
the "direct" virtual. pion comes in the resonance with the nucleon as 
a whole while the "exchange?' virtual pion comes simultaneously in the 
resonance with constituent of the nucleon. The constructive interfer
ence between the "direct" and "exchange" amplitudes leads to the res
onance amplification of .the· ~-isobar creation cros~ section and also to 
the remarkable increase of the tot~ and inelastic .cross section for p+p 
collision (7, 13]. With the increasing beam energy ·the "direct" ~d "ex
cha.nge" resonances inove apart from each other; therefore the ~(1232)
isoba.r is excited weakly at Tp. > 3 GeV. The formation of heavier ~
resonances in proton-proton· collisions is always suppressed due to the 
break-down of the resonance condit.ions for the "direct" and "exchange" 
amplitudes. The suggested twofold sea.ling :inodel of the ~-isobar creation 
allows us also to explain qmilitatively the disappearance of the heavier 
A-resonances. Indeed, in accordance with the Table 1 the condition 

< ro > > --- r n + 'Y. - q, 
(9) 

does not fulfil at n=5 this means that the wave length of the pion be-
. . . 

comes-smaller than the size of constituent and the wall of the "nucleonic 
potential well" is screened by r q• · 

The selective excitation of the ~(1232)-isobar in the energy region 
Tp ~ 1 GeV can be considered as a display of the twofold shape re.so
nance. From the point of view .of the scattering theory such resonance 
can be interpreted as an anomalous amplification of the process due to 
the fulfillment of condition for the simultaneous resonance interaction in 
the final (initial) states of the two pairs of particles [lOJ (in our case the 
interaction of the virtual pfons with the nucleon and constituent). 

6 
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4. Quasiclassical arguments 

Let us rewrite the resonance condition (1) 

PleJJ =Pro= n + -y, 
27!' 

(10) 

where P = 21r/>.. It is interesting to note that a similar condition of 
the resonance holds for wave systems of any physical nature irrespective 
of a concrete dynamical equation. From another side we can write the 
Heisenberg uncertainty relation 

1 
Pro~ 2. (11) 

One can see that equations (1_0) and (11) a.re very similar, solutions of (10) 
are always solutions of equation (11). For example, the Bohr-Sommerfeld 
quantatization condition for the hydrogen atoms is given as 

L = (n + -y),\, (12) 

where n:==1,2,3, ... and -y=0 (or n=;0,1,2, ... and -y=l), L = 21rR, R is the 
radius of the Bohr orbital, >. = h/mv and equation (12) can be rewritt~n. 
as (here we used the atomic notation) 

PR= nh, · (13) 

which coincides with equation (10) and obeys equation (11). 
For an atomic, system the Heisenberg uncertainty relation is PR ~ h 

(not ~ fi/2} due to the fact that wave packets for atomic systems a.re 
essentially different from the Gaussian form. Th~ Gaussian form of wave 
packets corresponds to the PR ~ h/2 and numerous calculations in the 
Glauber approximation in the elementary particle physics tell us that the 
wave packets for elementary particles hav~ a (]aussian form. Ther~foie 
in this case we. obtain -y=l/2 and n=0, l,<2,.... · 

. Let us consider the· baryon resonance as a system consisting of a meson 
and a baryon: The invariant mass of the baryon resonance is given by 

VS=:.,✓ P'ff. + m~+ ✓ p~ + m~ = ✓?ff.+ m~ + ✓ P'ff. + m~, (14) 

where the indices µ and B refer to the meson and baryon respectively. 
The invariant mass of the baryon resonance at the resonance peak ac
cording to our above-discussed calculations can be written as _follows! 

Mn(B) = m~ + (n+1°)2+ 
ro 

m~ + (n + 'Y)2+ 6Mn, 
ro 

(15) 
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• where .6.M ... < r is the correction for the dependence of the baryon 
resonance invariant mass on different quantum numbers and by definition 

it is equal to 

.6.M.,(I,l, J, P,S,C, .. ) = vs - ,/m! + t + ")2 +. f mt+ t + ")2. 
ro V ro 

(16) 
, Formula (15} for the baryon resonance mass is an analog of the We

iczekker formula for the nuclear mass in the sense that the leading term iu 
(15) describes the gross properties of resonances and the corrections due 

· to the concrete structure of the considering multiplet. It is interesting to 
note that a quite analogous mass formula with the same mathematical 
structure was obtained in the bag models [11, 12]. The leading term 
of the mass formula was obtained from the general resonance condition 
which can _be applied to any system (). $ r 0 ) irrespective of the dynami
cal equation of motion and concrete models in which the corrections .6.M 
can be calculated. 

All reactions with creation of baryon resonances and their subsequent 
decay due to the strong interaction are described by diagrams of the 
type where m;., (mout) and B,., (Bou.t) are ingoing (outgoing) mesons and 

min 

Bin 

,; mout 
/ 

Bout 

baryons respect.ively, the fat solid line is the propagator of the corre
sponding baryon resonance. This structure is the same for the real and 
virtual incoming mesons a.nd is independent of the method of registration 

· of final states. · For example, the reactions p + p -+ n + .6. ++ -+ n + p + 7r+ 
are des_cribed by the sum of diagrams and the inclusive cross section with 

:; : L%::~~ P :

2 

: L%;~ ,
0

p 
2 -~'rr-t 1 .• ,'Tr+ 

the registration of neutrons is _equal to (see the notation in (13]) 

JJ<t _ 2m
3 
Pn ) I ( ) 12 

dflndEn .- ).l/2(.s,m2,m2)(21r)3rll.(sa Ga S[l. 

8 

S1 <I M(p + p-+ n + .6. ++) 12 >, 

2 4M,; 
I GA(sa) I :::;;: (Mi - sA)2 + M1r1_) 

(17) 

{18) 

f ,---- 2 ·2 r = _l ( 1rNll.)2p3~ p = JE!.- 2 E = S[l. - m + m,r (i9) 
A. 6 " ~, " " m", " 2 ~ , 7r m,r ySA. ySA. 

where M(p + p-+ n + b. +-!;) is the creation amplitude for the .6.-isobar. 
Formula {17) is obtained in the 71' + p +· g1 model (2, 14] neglecting 

contributions of the decay amplitudes (13, 15]. In the vicinity of th~ A.:. 
resonance this approximation is well argued for reactions p + p -+ n + X ' 
and n + p -+ p + X. This approximation becomes worse when going 
away from the b.-peak especially for processes n + p -+ p + X [13] while 
formula ( 17) is still reasonably good for integral effects and qualitative . ' . 

estimations. 
Expression (17) contains the "nucleonic" ( < r0 >=0.86 fm) and "con~ 

stituent" (rq :::;;:0.2 fm) sizes in a factorized form .. Indeed, the resonance 
term r .o.(sA.) I GA(sA) 12 reaches a maximum at SA. = Ml, which is· 
possible a.ccording to (14), (15) a.nd table· 1 at n=l, ,'=0, r 0=0.86 fm 
and ,------ ,------- · · 

1 ✓ 1 M~ = m; + (0.86)2 +m2 + (0.86)2 + .6.Ma, {20) 

while !),,MA. ~ r A.(MA.), Therefore the "nucleonic" size < r0 >:::;;:0.8 fm 
is hidden. in the propagator of the b.-isobar. 

The amplitude M(p+ p-+ n + b. ++) contains the form factors F.,,NN 

and F,,,NA., in which the scaler~ 0.2 fm is hidden. Therefore the mathe
·matical structure of the theory is such that the essential amplification of 
the cross section d2 a/ dfldE or a tot is only possible when the res'anance 
on the size r 0 ~ 0.8 fm exists simultaneously with the resonance on th~ . . 
size rq ~ 0.2 fm: 

_·Formula (17) is the first term of the Mittag-Leffler expansion of the 
NN amplitudes over resonances and can be generalized to the case of ~ 
arbitrary resonance by the change MA.-+ M .... 

Fi.J:ially ~e would like to remark that the resonance parameterizations 
of elect.romagnetic formfactors of the nucleon was used in the SO's [16] 
(which ar~ an analogous as to the form and as to the physical content 
to the vertex functions F1rNN, FpNN, ... ). In the same time twofold res
onance models were investigated in the electron-nucleon scattering (17]. 
However. the resonance form factors for the "kern" and ."resonance" were 
introduced in t.he additive form. As r<>.sult. if. was impossible to satisfy to 
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the first principle of the quantum field theory and existing experimental 
data (see details in [18]). 

5. Conclusion 

The results obtained for the .6.-isobar resonances (19J can· be generalized 
for all types of baryon resonances including th~ strange and charmed 
ones. 

The possibility of using the quasiclassical resonance condition is ana
lyzed in the baryon resonance physics. It is shown that this approxima
tion allows us to describe the gross structure of the baryon spectrum: In 
these studies the baryon resonances were treated as baryons plus mesons. 
We conclude that all baryon resonances have within the e·xperimental 
uncertainty the same characteristic size ro ~ 0.8 fm which is close to 
the electromagnetic radius of the nucleon and to the confinement radius 
in bag models. Therefore, all baryon resonances including the strange 
and charmed ones can be consider~d as shape resonances while only the 
.6.(J232)-resonance displays as the twofold shape resonance, which causes 
its unique distinction and selectivity in the pion-nucleon and pion-nuclear 
physics. . . 

The leading term in · the mass formula is obtained for baryon reso
nances irrespective of the· form of the concrete dynamical equation of 
motion or models. This formula is very close in structure to analogous 
expressions in bag models, which can be considered as a serious phe
nomenological argument in favour of bag models. 

In the considered quasiclassical approach the widths of the L). and N* - · 
resonances are described with a reasonable accuracy. The qualitative ex
planation of the selectivity· for the .6.-isobar excitation in reactions of 
type (p, n)a and A(p, n)aB is given. We conclude that a simple diffrac
tion inechanism is responsible for the disappearance of heavier baryon 
resonances ( the limitation of baryon resonances from above). 

The interpretation of the quantities < r0 > and r q requires further 
investigations; at least they are very close to the radius of the quark
quark potential (0.2 fro) and to the size of the 6-qua.rk system (0.8 fm) 
[20] respectively. We use the asymptotic values of momenta in the reso
nance condition neglecting the interaction between mesons and baryons. 
Nevertheless the suggested treatment describes many aspects of the gross 
structure of baryon resonances which can be considered as a support in 
favour of the asymptotic freedom in quark-quark interact.ion and can help 
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to understand the origin .and role of the Regge's poles in the elementary 
particle physics. 

. We would like to t,ha.nk E.A.St.rokovsky, A.V.Ust.inov and P.P.Iforovin 
for useful discussions. 
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